Press release

Continental Supplies Tires for First Electrically-Powered
DPD Truck in Switzerland
•
•
•

19-metric ton truck converted to electric drive by technology company Designwerk
Truck for Swiss regional transport, range of more than 700 km
Continental supplies truck tires from the Eco product line in a special design with low
rolling resistance and high mileage

Hanover, March 31, 2021. Continental is supplying the tires for a new Futuricum electric truck
based on a Volvo FH, which has been converted to electric drive by Designwerk Products AG.
Tires from the Continental Eco product line have been approved for the front, drive and trailer axles
of the vehicle. DPD Switzerland will deploy the 19-metric-ton service for regional transport in
Switzerland.
The designers and the transport company opted for the Continental tires because they combine
high mileage and low rolling resistance – both of which are important properties for the costefficient operation of electrically driven commercial vehicles. The three companies are pioneers in
environmentally friendly transport solutions, including for heavy trucks. “For many years now,
Continental has been focusing on the development of products that help fleet operators reduce the
emissions of commercial vehicles,” explains Continental tire development expert Andreas
Schlenke. “These technologies are now also crucial for increasing the efficiency of electric trucks.
We’re delighted to participate in this exciting project with our products.”
The truck tires, which feature a striking design, are part of the EcoRegional model family. In
addition to low rolling resistance and high mileage, they also provide for short braking distances
and low rolling noise – also important properties for sustainable transport.
Continental develops tires for electric trucks and busses
For the Hanover-based company, equipping the “Futuricum truck” is not the first step toward tires
for electrically powered commercial vehicles. Continental already presented a prototype tire for
electric trucks at the IAA Commercial Vehicles in 2018. With the Urban HA3, the company also
offers a tire for electric city buses. Last year, a number of tire tests were carried out jointly with
Dutch electric bus manufacturer VDL Bus &Coach on the Contidrom test track.
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The Swiss company Designwerk Products AG specializes in converting trucks and vans to electric
drives and in mobile chargers. With the “Futuricum” truck, the first all-electric heavy truck, with a
gross vehicle weight of 19 metric tons and a range of more than 700 km, is currently being put into
operation for DPD Switzerland.
Products and sizes
Front axle: Conti EcoRegional HS3, size 385/65 R 22.5
Drive axle: Conti EcoRegional HD3, size 315/80 R 22.5
Trailer: Conti EcoPlus HT3, size 385/65 R 22.5

Continental develops pioneering technologies and services for sustainable and connected mobility of
people and their goods. Founded in 1871, the technology company offers safe, efficient, intelligent and
affordable solutions for vehicles, machines, traffic and transportation. Continental generated preliminary
sales of €37.7 billion in 2020 and currently employs more than 235,000 people in 58 countries and markets.
In 2021, the company celebrates its 150th anniversary.
The Tires business area has more than 24 production and development locations worldwide. Continental is
one of the leading tire manufacturers and generated provisional sales in this business area of €10.2 billion in
fiscal year 2020 with more than 56,000 employees. Continental is a technological leader in the area of tire
production and offers a broad product range of cars, commercial and purpose-built vehicles, and twowheelers. Through continuous investment in research and development, Continental makes a significant
contribution towards mobility that is safer, more cost-effective and more ecologically efficient. The portfolio of
the Tires business unit includes services for the tire trade and fleet applications as well as digital tire
management systems.
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